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Milli Oria Wall Bath/Basin Mixer Outlet System - Step 1: Rough in 

Tapware is to be installed by a Licensed Plumber in accordance with AS/NZS 3500:2003  

Recommended working water pressure 300 - 500 Kpa. Maximum water temperature is 65°C 

ROUGH IN PLUMBING: Preparing components for - Do not remove any factory fitted pressure plugs or Fixings. 

installation into wall 

- Once all water connections are made, check Hot/Cold  

- For best results, fix a Nogging 28mm - 32mm (i) 
back. From the face of the stud. The shoulder of the 
Masterfit will then be flush with the stud.  

- Prior to installing calculate the finished wall 

thickness, this should be between 20 - 35mm (ii).  

water flow by operating the Mixer Cartridge. 

- Check all fittings and fixtures for leaks.  

- Leave the Mixer(s) in the closed position and 

replace the Mixer protective cover. Store the Dress Kit 

in a safe place until required.  

- Using the screws (x4) provided, mount the Masterfit to  

the Nogging. Ensure the Masterfit is level and square. PLUMBER’S NOTE 

PIPE CONNECTIONS - On-site testing using higher water pressures must be  

conducted with the mixer in the closed position (static  

- The Hot and Cold ports are marked on the Masterfit. 

- Flush all water feed lines. All lines must be free from 
any dirt and debris before connecting to the Masterfit. 

- Connect Hot and Cold lines to the corresponding 1/2” 

BSP ports of the Masterfit. (see Drawing). 

test). 

- Under no circumstances is the mixer to be 
opened when exceeding the maximum stated water 
pressure. 

- At completion of testing, do not relieve any 

high water pressure by operating the mixer. 
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Milli Oria Wall Bath/Basin Mixer Outlet System - Step 2: Handle Fit off 
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Milli Oria Wall Bath/Basin Mixer Outlet System - Step 3: Outlet Fit off 

 

After installation, establish water supply and thoroughly check operation of tapware to ensure 

that it functions correctly and no water leaks. Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the  

Installation Instructions are left with the end user for future reference 


